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ABSTRACT 

Disruptive innovation has been the subject matter of discussion in the earlier literature on health 

care transformation. There is prevalent consensus that current health care costs are unbearable 

and unsustainable, and that can be possible by re-organizing care and making better utilization of 

information technology in the healthcare sector. Harvard Business School’s professor Clayton 

Christensen explain that the disruptive innovation is an "agent of transformation" which 

transforms industries in a way that their product and services are more affordable and accessible 

for the people with less training and skill can make or use them. However, this review is limited 

to disruptive innovation and its applications to health care.The review of Disruptive Innovation 

Theory is structured by three major ideas in this paper. The first idea is the research on ‘what is 

disruptive innovation’, including the evolution and description of the theory. The second idea 

talks about the predictive value of the theory, the last idea sum up the contributions on how to 

enable a disruptive innovation in different types of medical cares and business models. 

 

Key words: Disruptive-Innovation, Disruptive-Technology, Sustainable Innovations, Value 

Network, Business Models 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Before writing this paper one question came into my mind that is why disruptive innovations in 

healthcare? And after going through numerous literatures and few books based on Disruptive 

Innovations, I could understand that there is widespread consensus that the current healthcare 

costs are not affordable for general people so for taking care of normal people those are not so 

very rich, which could be only possible by disruptive technological innovation, because current 

models of health care are no more farseeing fit for purpose and major root and branch changes of 

organisational structures, people, processes, products, services and technologies are required in 

order to avoid a devastating scenario. Disruptive innovations in healthcare can induce a new 

system that provides a variety of care and focuses on each individual patient’s needs, rather than 

focusing primarily on complex disorders and urgent health crises. It has been recognized that 

technology is the major driver of increasing costs of health care.  Technology is part of the 

problem; it has to be part of the solution. Though, there are different types of technology that 

enable major change in health care. Incremental, radical and disruptive technologies are each 

associated with the identical model of innovation. It is important to determine what type of 

technology and which model of innovation can best enable these major changes. Traditional 

models of incremental and radical innovation are inappropriate. Incremental technology / 

innovation only delivers small additional changes to current models of health care, which is not 

sufficient. Radical technology / innovation requires high investments and levels of expertise and 

is likely to further establish hospitals as the expensive remote hub of health care provision. 

Disruptive innovations enable a larger population of less-skilled, less-wealthy people to do 
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things in a more convenient, lower-cost setting, which historically could only be done by 

specialists in less convenient settings (Clayton M. Christensen, Michael B. Horn, Curtis W. 

Johnson, 2008). However, there are significant knowledge gaps. Disruptive innovation is an 

academic theory which explains certain phenomena in industries such as the demise of the 

mainframe computer and chemical photography sectors in favor of consumer goods such as 

personal computers, digital cameras and smart phones. Literature postulates the use of disruptive 

innovation in health care services, suggesting that ‘simplifying’ technology is at its core, but 

needs to be embedded in innovative business models and value networks (C.M. Christensen. The 

Innovator’s Dilemma, 1997). Most of the experiences have been developed and tested in the 

USA and across Europe healthcare environment. Disruptive innovation in simple terms, 

describes that how industries transform to provide more and more affordable and conveniently 

accessible products and services to consumers. For Dr. Jason Hwang, a University of Michigan-

trained internal medicine physician, disruptive innovation in the health care sector means two 

things in particular: 

 

I. The transference of skills from highly trained, but also expensive personnel to more 

affordable providers, including technology-based care. 

II. The shift away from traditional health care venues like hospitals into clinics and office 

settings, and, in some cases, into patients’ own homes. 

 

Many analysts claim that deep-rooted transformations are compulsory, so that healthcare would 

be cheaper, more efficient and better coordinated if  more information communication 

technologies (ICT)  are used which share information across organizational boundaries 

(Department of Health, 2008; National Health and Hospitals Reform Commission, 2009a; 

Christensen et al., 2009). Disruptive innovations, in contrast to sustaining innovation, initially 

offer lower performance and secondary product’s attribute, making it appealing to an emerging 

or a less needing market (Christensen and Bower, 1996). Disruptive innovations are usually 

simpler, well situated and more reasonably priced (Christensen and Raynor, 2003). Low-cost 

health care innovations are not only given access to millions of people who were earlier not able 

to buy the product or service, but in addition it has the potential to contribute to health care cost 

containment in fully developed markets and disrupt that (Christensen, et al., 2008; Howitt, et al., 

2012).  The health care system has witnessed disruptive innovation caused by the marketing of 

home blood glucose monitors for diabetic patient having diabetes, introduce of retail primary 

care clinics staffed by nurse practitioners, and the development of oral chemotherapy treatment. 

In recent years, health care enterprises have been experimenting with the usage of internet and 

mobile devices in a ways that it could change the marketplace, such as by facilitating remote 

access to providers and supporting patient self-management of chronic conditions. 

https://innovations.ahrq.gov/perspectives/harnessing-disruptive-innovation-health-care. Health 

care innovations occur across a spectrum, ranging from small changes that improve some aspect 

of health care to major shifts that have sweeping effects on the entire health care industry. 

Advances in imaging technology have mainly removed the need for exploratory surgery and 

have disrupted the skill set required and location where surgery is performed.  Advances in 

portable imaging disrupted centralized diagnostic imaging units in hospitals that was required 

sophisticated expertise and where patients were taken to the centralized location. New imaging 

diagnostics can allow the point of care to shift to clinics, offices, and finally houses. Various 

surgical technologies were mentioned as disruptive by articles reviewed. Time and again 
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computer guided imaging were related to these innovations. Laser eye surgery (LASIK 

laser‐assisted in situ keratomileusis) is possibly the well-known example. Much less surgical 

skill is needed for LASIK than for the procedure it replaced. Disruptive innovation in healthcare 

is angioplasty; in the past, there was only one treatment available that is bypass surgery for the 

patients with coronary artery disease. Now, the remedy is angioplasty, which is less invasive, 

less risky, and less costly as compared to open heart surgery. Another example of disruptive 

innovations in healthcare includes the use of miniaturized blood glucose meters, before 1980, 

patients with diabetes could only know whether they had abnormal levels of glucose in their 

blood indirectly; they used an often inaccurate urine test or visited a doctor who drew a blood 

sample and then measured its glucose content of an expensive piece of laboratory equipment. 

They get far higher quality care far more convenient. Three ongoing trends in health care are 

accelerating the emergence of disruptive innovations, as described by Richard M.J. Bohmer, 

MBChB, MPH, a physician at Harvard Business School who has collaborated with Mr. 

Christiansen. First, the evolution of medical knowledge continues to lead to protocol-based care 

by non physician providers for patients with simpler conditions, while increasing the need for 

advanced skills in caring for patients with more complex conditions. Second, some health care 

organizations have been moving away from traditional departmental structures and focusing 

more on service lines for specific patient populations. Third, health care organizations are 

focusing less on revenue generated through service delivery and responding to market forces that 

emphasize accountability for patient outcomes. Today, it’s very expensive to receive care from 

highly trained professionals. Therefore, normal people not able to pay for health care treatment 

they simply can’t afford to pay, so most health is inaccessible to most of us. As I mentioned 

earlier, however, healthcare industries are being transformed, making their products and services 

so much more affordable and accessible so that larger, population could purchase them, and 

people with less training could competently provide them and use them. Technological enabler: 

Typically, sophisticated technology whose purpose is to simplify, it utilizes the solution to 

problems that previously required unstructured processes of intuitive experimentation to resolve. 

Business model innovation: Can profitably deliver these simplified solutions to customers in 

ways that make them affordable and conveniently accessible. Value network: A commercial 

infrastructure whose constituent companies have consistently disruptive, mutually reinforcing 

economic models.  

 

In the middle of these three enablers are a host of regulatory reforms and new industry standards 

that facilitate interactions among the participants in the new disruptive industry. (John Rapoport, 

MA, PhD, Paul Chaulk, MSc, Robyn Kuropatwa BScN, MPA, MSc,Mary‐Doug Wright BSc, 

MLS February 24, 2011) 
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                    Figure 1: Element of Disruptive Innovation. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE  

The theory, based on more than two decades of research and post-doctoral work, was developed 

by Professor Clayton M. Christensen of Harvard Business School and subsequently applied to 

the health care industry by Christensen, Hwang, and the late Dr. Jerome H. Grossman of 

Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government in their book, “The Innovator’s Prescription: A 

Disruptive Solution for Health Care.”The task in developing any valid theory is to define the 

categories properly. In the preliminary or the descriptive stage of theory building, researchers 

typically define the categories in their theory according to the characteristics of the phenomena 

they are studying, and then they correlate the presence or absence of those characteristics with 

the outcomes of interest. But descriptive theories those become known from studies such as these 

can only point out average propensity. This understanding allows a scholar to make precise and 

predictably effective recommendations about the actions these may and may not bring about the 

preferred outcomes in the dissimilar circumstances in which people may find themselves. 

Theories that have guided medical practice follow this pattern exactly. Early on, diseases are 

classified by their characteristics: by their physical symptoms. If the patient is breathless, we call 

it asthma; if he has high levels of blood glucose, we call it diabetes; so on and so forth. Medical 

theory takes a huge step forward, though, when scientists can categorize a disease by the 

different mechanisms that cause sickness. The ability to diagnose by the cause rather than 

characteristics takes the theory about a disease from the descriptive to the dogmatic stage. 

 

In terms of the definition and scope of disruptive technology, a very intense discussion has been 

triggered (e.g. Adner 2002; Benner and Tushman 2003; Bower and Christensen 1995; 

Chesbrough 2001; Christensen and Raynor 2003; Danneels 2004; Gillbert 2003; Govindarajan 

and Kopalle 2004, 2006; Henderson 2006; Husig et al. 2005; Markides 1998, 2006; Paap and 

Katz 2004; Tellis 2006). Few researchers were supporters of Christensen, but proposed their own 

slightly different views. For instance, Adner (2002) identified that a critical reason for the switch 

of consumer choices from sustaining to disruptive innovation was the decreasing marginal utility 

of the performance improvements in major dimensions, in addition to the new value propositions 
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and affordable prices discussed by Christensen. Others criticized the ambiguity of the concept of 

disruptive innovation. Danneels (2004) recommended that several authors seemed to think that 

Christensen did not provide a precise and consistent definition of the term disruptive technology. 

Tellis (2006) challenged that it would be very difficult to differentiate under performing 

technologies from a technology with inferior performance but finally ending up being disruptive. 

Especially Govindarajan and Kopalle’s contribution, which introduces an innovative measure to 

include high-end as well as low-end disruptions, provides a more general view of disruptiveness 

of innovations, and explores beyond the case of low price/low performance (Govindarajan and 

Kopalle 2006). According to the theory, there are two types of innovations, sustaining 

innovations and disruptive innovations. To accomplish growth, organizations improve product / 

service features for their mainstream customers or consumers so that their mainstream customers 

appreciate through sustaining innovations. Sustaining innovations thus improve the product 

along the primary performance, which established customer segments value, in an evolutionary. 

In spite of this disruptive innovation, initially appear low-grade from the perspective of 

mainstream consumers / customers, but are attracted to emerging customers in low-end or new 

markets as they perform better on a substitute element. As these disruptive innovations gradually 

improve over time, they overtake the existing technologies, by satisfying current new customers 

as well as new market’ needs. Christensen, in a sequel, replaced the term disruptive technology 

with disruptive innovation to include service and business model innovations (Christensen and 

Raynor, 2003). In their book, the authors further categorized disruptive innovations into two 

types: low-end disruption and newmarket disruption. In case of low-end disruptions, the initial 

customers of the disruptive technology are price-sensitive customers at the low end for whom the 

low performance is acceptable. Low-end disruptions occur when current technologies are over-

priced because their performance overshoots the performance expected by the market. Thus, 

lower-priced alternatives to ‘good-enough’ performance have a chance to disrupt the existing 

technology. Alternatively, newmarket disruptions “compete against non-consumption” as these 

enable new groups of people to begin using these products that previously lacked the resources 

or skills to use them (Christensen and Raynor, 2003, pg. 45). However, in all industries, there is 

a limited rate of product improvements that customers can absorb (represented by the dashed line 

in Figure 2), creating a performance overshoot whereby the new features are not utilized by 

customers. This initially occurs at the lower end of the market, but over time, even at the high 

end. This creates an opportunity for competing firms produce inferior, cheaper products, with 

less features that meet the majority of users’ necessities, initially selling to the low end, less 

demanding customers, but over time (by improving product performance) moving up market to 

serve high value customers as well. This is called Low-end disruption (Grant, Hackney, & Edgar, 

2010, p. 84) and it is exemplified by the top graph in Figure 2. Examples of Low-end disruptions 

include budget airlines such as Ryanair disrupting full service airlines such as British Airways; 

Amazon.com is disrupting traditional bookshops; and Dell is disrupting established PC 

manufacturers using a low cost, sell direct to the customer's business model (Grant, Hackney, & 

Edgar, 2010, p. 84).  

 

Newmarket disruptions do not compete against established industry incumbents, but rather 

against non -consumption (Christensen & Raynor, 2003, p. 45). Firms produce inferior, cheaper 

and simpler products and / or services that convert previous non – customers into active ones, 

thus creating a new market (Grant, Hackney, & Edgar, 2010, p. 84). Over time, improvements 

are made and product performance increases, thus pulling customers out of the mainstream 
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market into the new one and disrupting the original mainstream market (Christensen & Raynor, 

2003, pp. 45-46). As with Low-end, low value customers are initially attracted to the new market 

but over time high value customers are also attracted. Newmarket Disruptive Innovations are 

illustrated by the bottom graph in Figure 2. Examples of Newmarket disruptions include eBay 

disrupting fully fledged auction houses by providing a cheaper and more convenient way for 

people to sell their unwanted goods (Grant, Hackney, & Edgar, 2010, p. 84) and Canon is 

disrupting corporate photocopy centers with desktop photocopiers that could be used directly by 

the end user rather than by a specialist technician (Christensen & Raynor, 2003, p. 45). 

 

In its initial development phase, each product based on a certain disruptive technology could 

only serve niche segments that value its non-standard performance attributes. Low End and New 

Market disruptions are illustrated in figure 2. 

 
                Figure 2 Low End and New Market Disruptions (Yu & Hang, 2009, p. 3) 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Categorization of Innovation Adopters. (Rogers, 2003, p. 281) 

 

This niche market is distinct from the early adopter category described in the diffusion of innovations literature 

(Govindarajan & Kopalle, 2006b, p. 191). Early adopters share a number of characteristics. They 

are: respected by their peer group; form an integral part of the social system; are regarded as 

opinion leaders and role models for other members of the social system; and are much less price 

sensitive than other members of the market (Rogers, 2003, pp. 283, 287-292). In contrast, 

members of the niche market for a Disruptive Innovations are not considered to have any 

influence over the rest of the mainstream market and, in the case of Low-end and Newmarket 

Disruptive Innovations; they are more price sensitive than the mainstream market customers 

(Govindarajan & Kopalle, 2006b, p. 191). With High-end Disruptive Innovations, customers are 

much less price sensitive. The High-end Disruptive Innovations is also more radical than the 
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current mainstream offerings. As Rogers classify the customer segments in the context of radical 

innovations, it may be appropriate to describe High-end Disruptive Innovations using the 

concepts from the diffusion of innovations literature but it would be inappropriate for Low-end 

and Newmarket Disruptive Innovations. One type of technological innovation, rising as tactically 

significant in practice is a Disruptive Innovation. Disruptive innovation is a powerful means of 

broadening and developing new markets and providing new functionality, which, in turn, may 

disrupt existing market linkages (Adner 2006; Charitou and Markides 2003; Christensen 1997; 

Christensen and Bower 1996; Christensen and Raynor 2003; Danneels 2004; Gillbert 2003; 

Govindarajan and Kopalle 2006). The theory has created a substantial effect on management 

practices. Two well-known journals in technology management research, i. e. The Journal of 

Product Innovation Management and the IEEE Transactions on Engineering Management, have 

given exclusive issues for topics associated with disruptive innovation. Markides (2006) further 

argued that technological innovations were basically different from business model innovations. 

 

Many research scholars have challenged the productive use of Disruptive Innovation Theory. 

Barney argued that ‘it may simply be the case that some firms are lucky in their technology 

choices’. Those firms with lucky choices were subsequently scrutinized, and a retrospective 

rationale for their success was formed (Barney 1997). Schmidt (2004) proposed a model which 

may give firms, some tools to use in assessing whether a market is ripe for disruption. His main 

idea for traditional attributes show somewhat of an overshoot and are correspondingly under-

served in secondary attributes, then a new lower-cost product might conceivably be successful by 

emphasizing the secondary attributes while sacrificing performance on the traditional set. If the 

new product’s performance could be improved over time with regard to traditional attributes, 

eventually the new product could be expected to move up market, reflecting low end 

encroachment (Schmidt 2004). Paap and Katz (2004) pointed out general guidance to predict 

future disruption, such as ‘do not ignore your customers, both current and potential’. The issue is 

to identify the drivers of the future, those that emerge when old drivers reach their leverage limit, 

and those that emerge when your customers’ environment changes. Danneels (2004) has 

suggested tailoring extant technology forecasting methods to forecast potential disruptive 

technology. Govindarajan and Kopalle (2006) believe that the disruptive innovation framework 

indeed could help us make predictions about the type of firms likely to develop disruptive 

innovations. For example, since Firm A’s ‘willingness to cannibalize’ is higher than that of Firm 

B, Firm A would appear more likely than Firm B to develop disruptive innovations (Druehl and 

Schmidt 2008; Govindarajan and Kopalle 2006). We believe that, based on the causes of 

incumbent firms’ success or failure and subsequent solutions, we may be in a better position to 

tell the fate of a firm in a new wave of disruptive innovation. The argument that Disruptive 

Innovation Theory can be applied to anticipate the future of firms supports the efforts made in 

the next section to study how to enable a disruptive innovation. 

The theory of Disruptive Innovation built upon a foundation of technological innovation studies 

as presented below in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 Timeline of evolution of Disruptive Innovation Theory 

 

TYPE OF MEDICAL CARE  

After the review of the literature we found the there are three types of medical care which are 

shown below: 

 Precision medicine is the ability to precisely diagnose the cause of a patient’s condition 

rather than just the physical symptoms. It allows for standardized therapy that is predictably 

effective.  

 Empirical medicine is where data are summarized to show that certain ways of treating 

patients are, on average, better than others  

 Intuitive medicine is where highly trained and expensive professionals diagnose and treat 

medical problems through intuitive experimentation and pattern recognition 

 

TYPES OF BUSINESS MODELS 

After the review of the literature we found the there are following types of business models in 

health care being used, shown below: 
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 Solution shops are structured to diagnose and solve unstructured problems using highly 

trained experts. E.g., diagnostic work in general hospitals.  

 Value added processes generally take incomplete inputs transforming them into complete 

outputs of greater value. These procedures are possible after a definitive diagnosis has been 

made. E.g., laser eye surgery. 

 Facilitated networks are enterprises where people exchange things with one another. E.g., 

websites to connect people living with a chronic disease. 

 

TYPE OF ARTICLES 

After the review of the literature we found the following types are articles being used in medical 

care which are given below: 

 Conceptual articles that attempted to extend, modify, supplement, replace or critique the 

Christensen analytical framework 20%  

 Articles that described specific innovation(s) that were disruptive or likely to be disruptive 

50%  

 Articles with general commentary or advice: disruptive innovation 30% 

 

About one quarter of the authors who considered specific innovations which disrupt hospitals 

(and of course the doctors who work in them). About half of the articles were about innovations 

that would disrupt outpatient physician practice. Smaller numbers of articles focused on 

disruption of pharmaceutical. In terms of the type of clinical activity affected, about 20% of the 

articles reviewed were relevant to diagnosis and about 25% related to treatment. Prevention and 

chronic disease management accounted for smaller groups of articles. Of course, many articles 

were about technologies, e.g. electronic and communications innovations, which affected 

multiple areas since their initial effect was on health system integration and coordination.   
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Figure 5 Illustrate the service categories and specific services of disruptive innovation 

DISCUSSION AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

It is clear from the previous sections that Disruptive Innovation Theory has been extensively 

studied in the existing literature. The present literature concerning to disruptive innovation has 

been organized into three major themes with a clear logical link in this paper. The evolution, 

description and clarification of the concept of disruptive innovation at the beginning would serve 

as a major foundation for further research in this area. In ‘Contemplative Review of Disruptive 

Innovation Theory in Healthcare’, the main conclusion that Disruptive Innovation Theory can be 

applied to anticipate the potential future of firms supports the efforts made to study how to 

enable a disruptive innovation. In ‘Enabling Potential Disruptive Innovation’, various 

perspectives have been studied. Conversely, a number of interesting research directions deserves 

further examination within the disruptive innovation arena. Most of the studies were based on 

cases and qualitative in nature, and very few papers were written based on quantitative methods, 

for instance modeling (Adner 2002; Schmidt and Druehl 2008) and survey (Govindarajan and 

Kopalle 2006; Rothaermel 2002). Additionally, the theoretical implications from many case-

based studies would need further empirical evidence. The development of a scale to assess the 

disruptiveness of innovation by Govindarajan and Kopalle (2006) has covered the empirical 
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testing of existing implications using quantitative methods, such as method triangulation, to 

increase the validity.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The theory of Disruptive Innovations as represented in the academic literature has been explored 

in depth. The history, usage and evolution of the Disruptive Innovations theories are presented. 

Some prominent authors along with academic articles that have contributed to its development 

are also presented by the author. Three types of Disruptive Innovations are identified, including 

High-end, which was missing from Christensen’s original contribution to the field of Disruptive 

Innovation, Low-end Disruptive Innovations and Newmarket Disruptive Innovations. 

Innovations may disrupt doctors’ practices, model of service delivery, and medical appointment 

models. When answering to disruptive innovations, healthcare organization may build up a new 

game plan. To get the business opportunities an organization should have the strategy of first-

mover to gain a status of an innovator by identifying, pioneering and publicizing disruptive 

innovation. Even though, the fast pace of disruptive innovations and technological advancement, 

the healthcare world is increasingly complex and inefficient. In this paper, a contemplative 

review of the existing literature on Disruptive Innovation in healthcare has been introduced. In 

the beginning, the definition and the concepts were discussed to explain the fundamental 

understanding of disruptive innovation. Though the research so far to a great extent has been 

studied about disruptive innovations in healthcare, there is still room for future development in 

different aspects.  
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